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Relations between rational L-S type invariants for homogeneous spaces are given. If G and H 
are compact, simply connected Lie groups, we prove that cato(G/H)~eeo(G/H)/~(G/H). We 
also show that cat&S) = et(S) for a class of spaces which includes certain spaces of the form 
G/(SU# and G/T”, where T is a torus. Explicit formulae for cat,(S) are given in the latter. 
Introduction 
The Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of a space is difficult to calculate, except 
in simple cases. Indeed, the L-S category of all the compact, simply connected 
simple Lie groups is not known, and even the proof of cat(Sp(2)) = 3 is difficult [lo]. 
In contrast, the rational L-S category of a space S, defined as the L-S category 
of the Q-localization of S, cat,(S)=cat(S,), is more tractable, thanks to the work 
of Sullivan, Felix and Halperin. The latter authors, using Sullivan’s models, provid- 
ed a workable algebraic characterization of cat& which has already been quite 
fruitful. (See for example [l, 2,8,9].) For groups G as above, catoG is the cup- 
length in H*(G; Q). 
We address the slightly harder question of computing the rational category of 
homogeneous spaces G/H formed from such groups, where relatively little is 
known. For example, if eOS denotes Toomer’s invariant (defined via the 
Milnor-Moore spectral sequence), a special case of a conjecture of Halperin is that 
cat,,(G/H) = eO(G/H), and this is still open. All known examples with cat,S>e$ 
satisfy dim n,(S) 0 Q = 03, and the full conjecture is that equality will hold if 
dim n,(S) @ Q < 00. Spaces with this latter property are known as rationally elliptic. 
Homogeneous spaces are rationally elliptic. 
Ginsburg [4] also used the Milnor-Moore spectral sequence to define another L-S 
type invariant, l(S). In the spirit of Halperin’s conjecture, Lemaire later raised the 
question as to whether catoS could be bounded by some function of eOS and I$. 
While [3] this was shown to be impossible in general, the counterexample was not 
rationally elliptic. 
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We make progress on both these questions for a class of spaces which includes 
the homogeneous spaces. In particular, we prove 
Theorem 1. Let G and H be compact, simply connected Lie groups. Then 
cate(G/H) 5 eO(G/H). l,(G/H). 
Theorem 2. Suppose dim n,,,,(G/H) @ Q = 2 and that both rational homotopy 
classes are in the same dimension. Then cat,(G/H) =eO(G/H), and there is a 
formula for their common value involving only the dimensions in which there is 
non-zero rational homotopy. 
Some further, but less complete results are proved when dim 7rodd(G/H) - 1 = 
dim n,,,,(G/H) > 2. 
We will proceed as follows. In Section 1 we recall the material on commutative 
graded differential algebras (CGDAs hereafter) and the results on finite pure towers 
we shall use. In Section 2 we prove a bound on cat,S- eOS that will include 
Theorem 1 as a special case. The last section is mainly commutative algebra and we 
establish Theorem 2 and its extension. We end with an interesting and troublesome 
example. 
1. Rational homotopy and finite pure towers 
For details on the material on Sullivan models and the homotopy of CGDAs, the 
reader is referred to [l l] and [7]. For our purposes, we recall that every morphism 
(A,d) s (B,d) of c-connected CGDAs (i.e. Ho(C) =0) has a Sullivan minimal 
model. This is a factoring of I$ as @= vi in 
(A,d) L (A@AX,d) J-P (B,d) 
where (A, d) + (A 0 AX, d) is a KS extension as defined in [7] and the ‘ 2: ’ indicates 
that I+V is a quism. In particular i(a) =a@ 1 for aEA, and X has a well ordered, 
homogeneous vector space basis {x, ( a E I} such that dx, E A @AX,, and a < 
fl =j deg x, 5 deg xp, where X,, denotes span{xg ( p < a}. 
Sullivan associated to every space S a CGDA (A(S), d) and the minimal model 
of (Q, 0) 4 (A(S), d) is of the form (AX,d) &(A@), d). This is called the 
SuNivan minimal modeI of S, and if S is simply connected and has finite type, 
(/lx, d) carries the rational homotopy type of S. 
Now let (/lx, d) be a Sullivan model for S. Felix and Halperin [l] charac- 
terized catoS as follows. Consider the minimal model of the projection 
(/1X, d) --* (A X/A’mX, D), where A ““X is the d-stable ideal in /1X consisting of 
all products of length greater than m. It is of the form (AX, d) --* (AX 0 
A Y, d) 5 (/lX/ll’“X, D). Then cat,S is the least m for which there is a retract 
r : (_4 X @ /1 Y, d) --f (AX, d) of CGDA’s for which r(x @ 1) = x for all x E X. 
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Toomer’s invariant e,,S also has a simple description in terms of a Sullivan 
model. In [I] it is shown that e,,S= min{k ) all cycles in /l’kX are boundaries}. 
Let (Ei, di) be the spectral sequence arising from the filtration /1 ‘jX of /1X. This 
coincides with the Milnor-Moore spectral sequence from the E2 term on [l]. Then 
Ginsburg’s invariant is 
@ = &4X, d) = min(j ) E,, , = E,}. 
It is an easy exercise in spectral sequences to show that daE A”X * a =a, + a2, 
where da, =0 and a2 E A”-bX. 
We now turn our attention to spaces whose Sullivan models are finite pure towers. 
By this we shall mean minimal CGDAs (/lx, d) where, if X=Xeve”@Xodd and 
X1=0, then 
(i) d(X’“““) = 0, 
(ii) d(Xodd)CAXeve”, 
(iii) dim X< 03, 
(iv) dim H(/1 X) < 03. 
These are special cases of rationally elliptic spaces studied in [6] and in particular 
they include the homogeneous spaces G/H. (See [5, VIII] for details and some ex- 
plicit calculations for the classical groups.) The properties of finite pure towers that 
we shall need follow. 
(1) /1X has a bigradation /11x= Cn,jzO (/ljX)” where /IjX=/lXeVe”@AjXodd, j 
is called the lower degree while n denotes the total (topological) degree. Because of 
(i) and (ii), d has bidegree (1, - 1) where the bidegree is (total, lower). The bigrada- 
tion induced on cohomology is written H*(AX, d) = Cn,j.,O l$“(AX,d). 
(2) Since dim H*(AX, d) < 00, the homotopy Euler characteristic xn = 
C, (-l)Q dim X9 is non-positive ([7, Theorem I]). Moreover, if p = -xn = 
dim Xodd _ dim Xe”e” we have HP*(AX, d) # 0, and H&(/1X, d) = 0 (see, for exam- 
ple, [S, VIII, Chapter 2, Theorem 71). 
(3) The formal dimension N of H*(AX, d) is the largest n such that 
H”(AX, d) #O. Then in [6, Theorem 31 it is shown that 
dim X 
N = dim Xeve” - 
jcl (-l)deg(xl)deg(x;) 
where {xi} is a homogeneous basis of X. 
(4) H*(AX,d) is a PoincarP duality algebra [6, Theorem 31: that is, if N is the 
formal dimension of H*(AX, d) then (i) dim HN(AX, d) = 1 and (ii) multiplication 
defines non-degenerate bilinear maps H” x HN-* + HN for n = 0, 1, . . . , N. 
(5) The bigradation of AX and so of the ideal A’mX induces a bigradation of 
AX/A’mX. When we construct the minimal model of AX-+ AX/A’“X, we may 
bigrade the new generators so as to make all maps homogeneous of bidegree (O,O), 
and so that the differential has bidegree (1,-l). 
(6) For mreO(AX) and n 20, the short exact sequence 
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0 - Hk”(AX) z Hk”(AX/A’mX) 2 H;?&PX) - 0 
shows that rr* : &*(/1X) -E&*(/lX//l’mX) is surjective. Thus in the minimal 
model /lX@ATL/lX//l’mX of the projection, all new generators in T will 
have lower degree at least one. 
(7) The Samelson subspace X, CXodd is defined as follows: Write (/1X,& as a 
KS extension AXeve” @AXodd and let (AX, d) L (AXodd, 0) be the corresponding 
projection. It induces Q* : H(/1X, d) *AXodd. Now define Xs =Xodd fl im Q*. A 
Samelson complement for Xs is a graded subspace 3s of Xodd such that 
xs@Xs=Xodd. 
We may then construct an isomorphism (cf. [5, VIII, Section 4, Theorem V]) 
(/1Xs,0)O(/1(Xe”e”Or7,),d) L (/IX,@. 
In particular, (/i (Xeven 0 Xs), d) is a finite pure tower. Define the deficiency 
D(AX,d) by 
D(AX,d) = dimXs-dimXeve” = -xx(,4(Xeve”@%s),d). 
Then by (2) above, we know that D(/1X, d) L 0. 
2. A bound for cat0 - e. 
Theorem 1 is a consequence of 
Theorem 2.1. Let (AX, d) be a finite pure tower with l&4X, d) = lo and deficiency 
D. Then 
Oscat&lX,d)-eo(AX,d)sD(lO-1). 
Proof. We first reduce to the case xn(AX,d)= -D. Let Xs be the Samelson 
subspace and 2s a Samelson complement. Then denoting A(X”“” @ Xs) by /IZ, 
we have (/lx, d) z (AX,, 0) @ (,4 Z, d). Since Ganea’s conjecture is true for rational 
spaces [8], we have cat&IX) = cat&l Z) + dim Xs. But the additivity of e0 on pro- 
ducts (which follows easily from the description given in Section l), we also have 
e&IX) = e&I Z) + dim Xs. These two equations imply 
cat&IX, d) - e&AX, d) 5 cat&l Z, d) - eO(A Z, d). 
Noting that &(AZ,d)= l,,(AX,d), we may now assume that D= -x.(AX,d). For 
brevity, call this integer p. 
Let N= e. +p(& - 1) and denote /1X//1 ‘NX by /1,,,X. We will construct a 
minimal model of n:/IX+ACNjX, of the form (AX@AY,d)L(A(,,X,D) so 
that for all m > 1 
(1) 
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and, if ye I$ for jsp, 
~(y)EA~~+(p-j)(lo-l)X. (2) 
In this case, clX@n’Y will be d-stable so we may define a CGDA retraction 
~:LIX@LI+Y*AX by r(Y)=O, which will establish cat,(/lX)IN. 
We construct the model with the above properties by induction on the degree of 
new generators. The induction hypothesis is that @ and d have been defined so that 
(1) and (2) hold for all m I n and that /1X O/1 Y In L /1 (,.,,)X induces cohomology 
isomorphisms in degrees less than n + 1 and an injection on cohomology in degree 
n+ 1. 
We begin the induction with n = 1. Since X=Xz2, /lXz/IcNjX trivially in- 
duces cohomology isomorphisms in degrees 0 and 1. In addition, as Nze,, it is in- 
jective on cohomology in all degrees and in particular in degree 2. (This shows that 
Y= Yz2.) Furthermore, as remarked earlier, n* is surjective on lower degree zero, 
so Y=Y,,. 
Now &ume the induction hypothesis for n. For jz0 set 
y,n+ 1,o - 
J 
= coker $* : H,““(AX@n Y<‘) --f H~+‘Ql,,,X) 
and define d(I$ n+l,O)=O, For any yE I;‘+l,‘, let z ~/i (NjX be any cycle represent- 
ing the class in the cokernel corresponding to y. Choose ao~/lX with n(a,) =z. 
Then Dz = 0 in /1 (,..,)X implies da0 E A- ‘N+lX. By the remark before the theorem, we 
may choose a1 and a2 such that a, = al + a2 and with da, = 0 and a2 E ArN’ ’ -‘OX. 
Thus n(ao) and n(a2) represent he same class in the cokernel and we set Q(y)= 
n(a2). 
Finally, if y E Y$” I,‘, for jsp, then 
(3) 
Next, for jr 0 set 
I?+ ‘,I G ker ~*:Hj”_i2(AXOA(Y’“OY,li’_1i0))-tHj”_’,2(A(N~X). 
Since X=Xz2 and Y= Yr2, [AX@A(Y’“@ Yn+1vo)]n+2= [AX@AY’“]“+2. For 
ye yj”+‘,‘, let c E (/lx@ (1 Y 5’)j_ 1 be a representative cycle corresponding to y, 
and let ZEA(~) X be such that G(c) = Dz. Write c=a+s where ae AX and 
SEAX@A+Y’“. Since (2) is satisfied for msn, AX@A+Y’” is d-stable. Thus 
d(a+s) =0 implies da=ds=O. We have two cases. 
Case 1. yEqn+l,‘, j>p+ 1. In this case (2) is empty. As well, a has lower 
degree j - 1 >p so that a = da’ is exact, since H,,(AX, d) = 0. Thus s+ a and s are 
in the same class in the kernel, so we set dy=s. 
Case 2. yE I;*+‘,‘, jsp + 1. Then a and s have lower degree j - 1. Choose d, a, E 
AX so that n(Z) = Q(s) and r(al) = z. Then from the equation o(a + s) = Dz we get 
a+G=da,+az, for some a2EAzNX. Put K=e,+(p-j+l)(l,-l)+l. We now 
show that @(s)EA$, and it follows that 6 may be chosen so that ~“ELI’~X. 
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We know that s is a linear combination of terms of the form Ay, . ..y. with A E 
n kX and yi E YRF”. Moreover, k + Cy=, ni =j - 1. By induction, since ni 5j - 1 up, 
we have @(yi) E(~$$~(~-“~)(~~-~)X. Th us @(Ayi . ..y.) has word length at least 
k + Cy=, [ee + (p - ni)(10 - l)]. But this is k + qeo + (qp -j + 1 + k)(l, - 1) which is at 
leasteo+(p-j+l)(lo-1)+1ifq>1orifq=1andk>O.Ontheotherhand,ifq=1 
and k=O, we have A E,~“X for degree reasons. Thus ~(Ay,)~/l”~~‘(~-j+‘)(~-‘)‘~X 
as required. 
We may thus suppose a”, and hence d- a2 are in A’“X. But K>eo, so 6- a2 E 
AzeOX. But b-al =da, -a is a cycle and so must be exact. This shows that a is 
exact: a = da’. Thus s and s + a are in the same class in the kernel so we set dy = s. 
Since d(a, -a’) = 6- a2 E AzKX, we know that al -a’= a3 + a4 where da3 = 0 and 
a4EflzKPbX. Set @(y&)=n(a4). Then d@(yk)=#(dy&). But K-l,=e,+ 
(p -j)(l, - 1) and so for jrp 
~(I;.“+LI)(-~~~+‘Pi,clo- ‘1X_ (4) 
Now set I;‘+‘= Y$fl+l’o@ x’+“t and Yn+’ = aj q”+‘. Then, as in [5, VI], 
(AX@/lY’“+‘,d) L (Ac,,X,D) induces a cohomology isomorphism in degrees 
less than n + 2 and an injection on cohomology in degree n + 2. As well, equations 
(3) and (4) show that (2) holds for m = n + 1. We have also defined the differential 
so that (1) is satisfied for m = n + 1. This closes the induction and completes the 
proof. q 
Remarks. To obtain the bound in Theorem 1, use Dsdim Xoddieo(AX, d). See 
[l, IO.61 for the second inequality. 
In the case (AX, d) is pure finite and coformal, (d : X-+/1*X), then /e = 1 so 
e,(/lX,d)=cato(,4X); thus we recapture part of Proposition 10.6 of [l]. 
3. Halperin’s conjecture and formulae for ca$(G/H) 
Some progress on the conjecture eo= cat0 for elliptic spaces is possible in the con- 
text of finite pure towers when we assume that the even rational homotopy is con- 
centrated in one degree. Examples of such spaces are the homogeneous spaces G/H 
with H a torus or a product of SU(2)‘s. 
We establish some notation for this section. Let (AZ,d) be a finite pure tower 
with Zeve”~ Y= YZA, whereAzl.DenoteZodd=X.Let{yi ,..., yq)and{xi ,..., xn} 
be homogeneous bases for Y and X respectively, and define Di= deg(dxi)/2A if 
dXi#O. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2, we may restrict ourselves to the case when 
dim Xs= 0. Then, Theorem 2 of the introduction follows from 
Theorem 3.1. If (AZ,d) is a finite pure tower as above with q=2, then 
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e&lZ,d)=cat&4Z,d)=D,+D,+n-4, 
where the Xi’s are arranged in order of increasing degree and 
k=min{j:dimH*(/I(Y;xi,...,xj),d)<ce1. 
Furthermore, when dim Y is greater than 2, we can extend this result if the defi- 
ciency is 1. We prove 
Theorem 3.2. Let (A(Z),d) be a finite pure tower with Y= Y2* and dim X= 
dim Y+ 1 =q+ 1. Zf dxl, ..., dXi$ ..+) dXq+, is a regular sequence in A Y and if i = 2, q 
or q+ 1, then 
cat&lZ,d)=e&4Z,d) = C Dj-q+ 1 
j+i 
(5) 
in each case. 
Our technique for 3.1 and 3.2 is the following. We first show (Lemma 3.3) that, 
up to isomorphism, we can always decompose X= R @E into homogeneous 
subspaces so that dim R = dim Y and dim H*Ql(Y, R)) < 03. This is not always 
possible if Y is not concentrated in a single degree. We then apply Lemma 6.6 of 
[I] to obtain the estimate cat&l Z, d) I cat&l (Y, R), d) + dim E. Now (A (Y, R), d) 
is formal (where cato=eo), so to get equality for (AZ, d), it suffices to establish an 
estimate of the form 
e&l Z, d) L e&4 (Y, R), d)) + dim E. 
If the dimension of Y is 2, this is always possible. We use Halperin’s formula for 
the formal dimension to carefully choose a decomposition to make the fundamental 
class ‘long enough’. In certain cases when the deficiency is 1, similar methods also 
yield the desired estimate. A byproduct of the method is the formulae of the 
theorems. 
We begin with the next lemma, which is modelled on [6, Proposition 31. 
Lemma 3.3. Let fi, . . . , f, E A Y and suppose that fi, . . . ,fs is a regular sequence in 
/1 Y. Let I denote the ideal (fi, . . . , f,) and let I= n;=, 8 be the decomposition into 
primary ideals. Put Ji=fiand suppose deg(f,+,)rdeg(f,+,)r...zdeg(f,). Then 
eitherf,+,+Ci>s+l aif. is not a zero divisor in A Y/I or else all off,, ,, . . . , f, E J, 
for some fixed r, I I r 5 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 9 of [13, II, p. 1531, we may assume that all the ideals 3, Ji 
are homogeneous. Let Ji be an isolated prime ideal of I. Then by Theorems 30 and 
31 of [13, I, pp. 240-2421, Ji has height s. Thus by Theorem 20 of [13, II, p. 1931, 
trdeg(Ji)= trancendence degree of /1 Y/Ji over Q is q-s. So Macaulay’s theorem 
applies and I is unmixed, i.e. all its associated prime ideals are isolated, and all 
satisfy trdeg(Ji) = q -S for 1 I i% 1. 
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If s = q, then all Ji satisfy trdeg(J,) = q --s = 0. Then all the J, are equal to A+ Y 
and so all A belong to J,, say. So suppose s< q. Then trdeg(J,) > 0 for all i. Sup- 
pose that for all choices of a;, f,, 1 + Cj,s+, ai& is a zero divisor in A Y/Z. Then, 
by Corollary 3 to Theorem 11 of [13, I, p. 2141 
A’+, =.fs+i+i>;+, aif.EjG, 4 
for all homogeneous a;e/l Y of the appropriate degree. Fix (as+3, . . . , a,) and 
choose a sequence {p,) of homogeneous elements such that in any infinite subse- 
quence { &), the differences {t!?,, -&.} span (/1 Y)deg(as+2). 
Then, for some infinite subsequence { Pjca,+,,,,.,a,,} (i.e. depending on 
(%-+3, . . . . a,,)) we have, for some fixed r. = ro(as+3, . . . , a,) depending only on 
a s+39 ..*, a n, 
fs+l+Pjca,+, ,_.., a,,)fs+2+**.+anf,EJr,. 
Subtracting two equations of this kind for different pj, we get [pj -Z?j,]f,+z E J,.,,. 
As Jr0 is prime, either 
(i) pj-pj, E Jr, for all pairs (j,j’) or 
(ii) &+ZE Jr,. 
If (i) holds, a basis of (A Y)d (where d= deg(a,+3)) is contained in Jr,. Then, as 
$E (/1 Y)d for K= d/2A, and we have y; E JI, for all i. Thus J,.,, =A+ Y, which is 
impossible as trdeg(J,) > 0. Thus (ii) holds and we have f,, z E Jr,,. So 
fs+l+a,+3fs+3+...+anfnEJr,(a,+~,...,(y,,) 
for all (as+3, . . . . a,,), homogeneous of the appropriate degree. 
Now fix (as+4, . . . . a,) and choose a sequence ( y,,,} with deg( y,,,) = deg as+3, so 
that differences from any infinite subsequence span (/1 Y)deg(as+3). Then as before, 
we get an infinite subsequence ~j~(a~+4,,,.,a,,) and some rl = rl (ast4, . . . , a,) such that 
&+I+ Yj(a,+4,...,a,)fs+3 + "* +anf,E4,. 
Note that for any m in the subsequence j (a,+,, , . . . , a,), 
~o(~m,as+4,...r~,I) =~l(as+49...,a,,). (6) 
As trdeg(J,,)>O, we may conclude as before that fsi3 E Jr,. 
Continuing in this fashion, we conclude that there is a single integer r= r,_,_, 
between 1 and I such that 
f ~+ZE Jr,, fs+3E Jr,, . . . > fne Jnps-2. 
Moreover, by (6) and similar equations further on in the construction, there are homo- 
geneous elements tis+s ,..., di,, such that ro(c?s+3 ,..., &n)=rl(&s+4 ,..., CT,,)=.-.=r. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Remark. Lemma 3.3 shows that if Y= Y2A, then we can find a sequence x:,, . . . ,x;~ 
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with~~=&,+~~<~(TkxkSO that dxi,,..., dx,: is a regular sequence in A Y. For sup- 
posef;, . . ..f. ’ 1s regular andf,,,, . . . . f, E J,., for some associated prime ideal of 0 in 
AY/(f;,..., f,‘). Then d(X) C J, so that dim A Y/J,5 dim A Y/A Y. d(X). But the 
latter is finite as dim H,(Y, X) = dim A Y/A Y. d(X) and H(A (Y, X)) is a finitely 
generated module over H,(A(Y,X)). Thus trdeg(J,.) = q --s= 0, and so q =s is the 
first time this can occur. Thus we may replace A (Y X) by the isomorphic pure finite 
tower A(Y,X’) where X’=span{x;,, . . . . xii} U {xk 1 k iS not one of i,, . . . , iq}. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 uses 4 lemmas. They are: 
Lemma 3.4. If f, and& are homogeneous elements of A(Y,, Y2) then gWfLf2) = 1 
iff dim,A (ul, .W(firf2) < 00 iff fi, f2 is a regular sequence in A(Y,,Y2). 
Lemma 3.5. If fi, . . . ) fk are homogenous elements of A(y,, yz) with the f’s in 
order of increasing degree, and fi # 0, then gcd(f,, . . . , fk) = 1 implies that there is a 
homogeneous element F~(fi, . . ..fk-.) so that gcd(fk+F,f,)= 1. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that dimH*(A(yr, y2;xl, . . ..x.-~))=m. Then %(~Z)~Dl+ 
D,+n-4. 
Lemma 3.7. Let AU=fl(y,,y2; x1, . . . . xk) and suppose that e,(AU)zD, + Dj+ 
k-4 for some jlk. Then if deg(xk+,)rdeg(xk), eoA(U,Xk+1)?D1+Dj+k-3. 
Lemma 3.4 follows from the observation that gcd(f,, f2> = 1 if and only if the 
common zero set Z(f,, f2) of fi and f2 consists only of 0. The latter holds if and 
only if dim& (~1 yMfLf2) < m. 
Lemma 3.5 is proven as follows: Since fi #O, by lemma 3.4 either gcd(fi, f,‘) = 1 
where f,‘=f,+ Ci_ aiA or else f2, . . . , f, E J, for some associated prime ideal of 
(fi). But ,4 Y is a unique factorization domain, so fi =g:’ ..* & with gj irreducible. 
The associated prime ideals are thus (g,), . . . , (gt). So either gcd(fi, f,‘) = 1 for some 
f,‘, or else some gi divides fi, . . . , f,, that is, gcd(f,, . . . , f,) # 1. 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Note first that by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 dimH*(y,,y2; 
x1, 0.. , x~_~)=cc implies gcd(f,, . . . ,f,_l)=t#l. Furthermore, gcd(f, ,..., f,)=l, 
otherwise H*(AX,d) would not be finite dimensional. Thus, by modifying x,, if 
necessary, we may assume gcd(f,, f,) = 1. We now construct a representative of the 
fundamental class, to show that eO(AZ) 2 D, + D, + n - 4. 
If gcd(f,, . . . , f,_,)=t#l, then tw=d(xl . ..x._,) for some w and so dw=O. 
Further, [w] is not zero in cohomology: On the contrary, suppose that Z= 
cr=, &Xl . ...2;... x, where Fj~A(y,,y2) and dz= w. The coefficient of x2.*.xn_r in 
dz is fi F, + (- l)“F, f,, and in w it is f=f, /t # 0. These cannot be equal for degree 
reasons as deg(J) < deg(f,) I deg(f,). 
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Since H*(AZ) is a Poincare duality algebra, we can find a cohomology class [u] 
with [w. u] equal to the fundamental class. Since the lower degree of [we u] is n- 2, 
the lower degree of u must be 0. If deg(t) =2DT, then deg(w)= Cy-’ (2DDi- l)- 
2DT+ 1, the formal dimension is Cl 2DDi-4D- (n - 2) and hence deg(u) = 
2D(D,+ T-2) SO that VE/I~~+~-*Y and v_$x, **.2i*.*Xn_1 EAD1-tDn’n-4Z, 
l<irn-1. But Di+D,+n-4LD,+D,+n-4, SO we obtain eo(AZ)?D,+ 
D, + n - 4 as desired. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.7. Let w be a longest representative of the top class of AU. 
Since d(wxk+ i) = wdxk+ 1 is a cycle in AU with total degree greater than the formal 
dimension, it is exact in A U, say wdx,+ , = dz. Then u = w++ 1 -z is a cycle in 
A (U,x,+ ,). We claim that [u] #O. Consider the short exact sequence 
O-AU incl. A(U,Xk+,) L AU - 0 
where f(a 0 1) = 0 and f(b @xk+ i) = b. It induces the long exact (Gysin) sequence 
. . . ---+ Hm(/i(l/,xk+,)) s*. ffm-2DDk+l+‘(AU) % Hm+‘(/lU) - . . . 
where the connecting homomorphism 6 is multiplication by dxk+ , . Since f(u) = w, 
we have f*([u]) = [w] # 0. Thus [u] is non-zero in cohomology. 
An easy computation shows that deg(u) = formal dimension of A (U, xk + ,), and fur- 
ther calculations as in 3.6 show that the length of u is at least D, + Dj + k - 3. q 
We can now complete the 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We use induction on n. The case n = 2 is an application of 
Lemma 3.6. Now assume the result is true for all integers 5 n - 1. If k = n, apply 
Lemma 3.4. If k< n, use the induction hypothesis and apply Lemma 3.7 to complete 
the proof. q 
Similar methods will yield the 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. There are 4 cases to consider. In each, for some i, 
dx 1yaesr&i,...ydXq+1 is a regular sequence and dxl, . . . , dxi is not. With dXj=fj , 
denote 1=(fi ,..., A_,) and AU=A(Y,x, ,..., gi )..., x~+~). Now choose some 
eEAYofminimaldegreesothat(a)efi=dzEIwherezE:Al(Y,xl,...,xi_1)and(b) 
Q $ I. Then (Y = @Xi - z is a cycle, and if non-zero in cohomology, can be multiplied 
up to the fundamental class by a cycle in A Y. Then as z E AI (Y, x1, . . . , Xi_ ,) and the 
Xi’s are in order of increasing degree, one argues as before to obtain the result. 
By a Gysin sequence argument exactly as in the proof of 3.7, it suffices in each 
case to show that [Q] # 0 in (AU, d). We now consider the various cases. 
i = 2. In this case we may clearly choose deg(e) < deg(fi). Then [Q] # 0 for degree 
reasons. 
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i = q. Suppose on the contrary that Q = a + b. fq+ 1, where a E I. Multiplying this 
equation by fq and noting that .Q. f4 E I, we find that b. fq. fq+ 1 E Z and so b. fq E Z. 
By the choice of Q, deg(b)>deg(e) or b EZ. But both of these are impossible. 
i= q + 1. In this case, Q exact means Q EZ. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. q 
Corollary 3.8. Suppose dim Y = 3 and the deficiency is 1. Then cat0 = e,. 
Proof. The regular sequences in 3.2 exhaust all possibilities in this case. 0 
The results presented in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 suggest the following: If (/1 (Y X), d) 
is a finite pure tower with deg Y constant, dim Y = q and dim X = n, and if xi,, . . . , Xi, 
is the regular sequence guaranteed by Lemma 3.3, then we might expect 
%=cato= (j,Q,-q)+b-d. (7) 
[The first term is cat&l (Y, xi,, . . . , Xi,)).] This is certainly an upper bound for cate. 
The work, as before, lies in forcing e. to that value. 
The author believes (7) is true if the deficiency is 1, but the following is a counter 
example to the formula above, for dim Y = 4, dim X= 6: 
Define a pure tower (/1( yr, . . . , y4; xl, . . . , x6), d) as follows: Let deg( yi) =2 and 
set 
dxr =YIY,, dx2 =Y~Y:, dx3 =Y;, dx4 =Y,Y:, dxs =Y:+Y:, dx6 =y;. 
Then dx,, dxj, dx,, dx6 is a regular sequence and so dim H*(/I(Y; x1,x3, x5,x6)) 
is finite. (One may see this directly by noting that yy =d(y,x5 - ytxl) and y: = 
d(_v,xs -_&)). 
From (7) we would expect e. = 18. The formal dimension of H(/1(Y,X), d) is 46 
so that to achieve eo? 18, we need a non-zero cohomology class with representative 
D =Ax4x2 + Bx3x2 + Cx3x1 + Ex2xI. A straightforward but tedious computation 
shows that any such cycle is exact, so that eo< 18. 
However, 
@ = YS4X3 -YSY3x,%+Y3 Yb,X, -Y:Yhx, 
does represent a non-zero cohomology class. By Poincare duality, we can multiply 
0 up to the formal dimension to show eo= 17. We note that eo= cat0 is still a 
possibility. 
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